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13 Recording an NDRTS (or HRB) Form
IMPORTANT Note the difference between Old Form for up to end of 2018 and new form for 2019
If you want to add a 2018 form go to Appendix A

Introduction
After reading this section, you’ll be able to:





Understand the benefits of using an NDTRS or (HRB) form on eCASS
Start recording an NDTRS form in eCASS
Learn how validation rules built into eCASS function
Understand how to download completed NDTRS forms from eCASS

What is an NDTRS form?
Designed by the Health Research Board, the National Drug Treatment Reporting System (NDTRS) form is used
by services to record data on client treatment and substance misuse. For example, questions on the main
reason for referral, current drug problems, number of detoxes, etc.. The NDTRS is an epidemiological database
on treated problem drug and alcohol use in Ireland. Compliance with the NDTRS requires that a form be
completed for each new client coming for first treatment and each previously treated client returning to
treatment for problem drug or alcohol use in a calendar year.
For more information, please visit the Health Research Board website.

13.1 Complete Client Demographic Details
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

First, make sure that a client’s demographic information is complete.
Start by searching for a client contact record.
Remember that you edit information on a client contact record at any time, so not all
demographic questions may not be complete.
Next, review all demographic questions on the contact record.
Note there are different sections for 2018 and 2019
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Client data 1

Enter / check / edit the details as per above screen Client data 1
Then choose Gender from drop down menu. Then you have to SAVE and click Get
Small Area as per below screen Client data 2

Client data 2

To fill the next few fields you must save and then Click Add Small Area

Client data 3

A pop up window appears when you click Get Small Area
The address is searched online in Health Atlas so that the correct area can be
assigned to it
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Client data 4
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Client data 5

Client data 6

Client data 7
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Client data 8

Note the new section for 2019 for Children

Client data 9
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13.2 Create an NDTRS LINK Form
1.
2.
3.

Search for a client contact record, and click into the record
Select “NDTRS LINK Forms” from the list of record types available at the top of the screen.
Next, select “New NDTRS LINK Form”.

Recording NTDRS 1
4.

In the next menu, select the type of NTDRS LINK form you would like to start:
a. NDTRS LINK Form– the standard NDTRS LINK form
b. NDTRS LINK form + NDRIC Assessment – a combined version of the NDTRS LINK
Form and a common NDRIC assessment.

Recording NTDRS 2

Quick Tip
A version of the HRB form which combines questions found on an NDRIC assessment was
included in the pre-LINK version of eCASS. Subject to demand, an updated version of this
“NDTRS LINK Form + NDRIC Assessment” will be made available in 2019. Until It is available you
will not see the choice above. New assessment records will automatically be created as NDTRS
forms. Once the new combined form is available, you will then be able to switch the record type
to the NDTRS LINK + NDRIC assessment. Please contact Enclude if you need further support with
this.
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5.
6.

7.

Next, the screen will display a blank NDTRS LINK form that can be completed for the client.
To start, press the “pause” button if you are not ready to submit your NDTRS LINK form. This
will pause the validation rules on the NDTRS LINK form, which could prevent saving an
incomplete NDTRS LINK form.
Select the correct treatment centre for your service from the list. If your service is not
available from the list, contact your system administrator.

Recording NTDRS 3

8.

Proceed with completing the NDTRS LINK form. Any questions with a number (i.e. Question
13 – Main reason for referral) is used by the NDTRS LINK form.
9. When you complete, click save.
10. Once a NDTRS LINK form is complete and you are ready to submit, turn off the Pause button
to check if all questions have been answered correctly and the form is complete.
11. After turning off the Pause button, click save. Any errors with the form will be automatically
highlighted RED and it will not allow you to save the record until all errors have been
resolved. Some errors may refer to the Client Record, not this form – eg Employment Status,
see example here

Recording Error 1
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12. Click save. When all validation errors have been resolved the form will allow you to save the
record. If you encounter any difficulties, click Pause to prevent the error message from
appearing and speak with a colleague.
13. Note as mentioned in image “Recording Error1” above, some errors may come from Client
Data, but others may come from the NDTRS form, read the error message for info.
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13.3 Modify an existing NDTRS LINK Form (from 2019 onwards)
IMPORTANT

If you want to edit a 2018 form go to Appendix B

Recording NDTRS 4
You can click directly into the form above (B) or via the client below (A)

Recording NDTRS 5

1.

2.
3.

Next, search the list for an existing NDTRS LINK Form. If you select an existing form, there are
two options:
I.
Select “edit” to finish completing the form; or
Select “clone” to make a new form and copy the existing response into the new form. Next,
proceed with completing the NDTRS LINKform.
Once a NDTRS LINK form is complete and you are ready to submit, turn off the Pause button
to check if all questions have been answered correctly and the form is complete.
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4.

5.

After turning off the Pause button, click save. Any errors with the form will be automatically
highlighted RED and it will not allow you to save the record until all errors have been
resolved. As noted above on page 9 some errors may be on the client record, while others
will be on the NDTRS form itself.
Click save. When all validation errors have been resolved the form will allow you to save the
record. If you encounter any difficulties, click Pause to prevent the error message from
appearing and speak with a colleague.

Electronically send NDTRS LINK Forms with eCASS
NDTRS LINK Report object is designed to create an electronic report of completed NDTRS LINK
forms. This report contains anonymised client data containing only NDTRS LINK fields. Reports
can be uploaded to the HRB LINK Site using third party upload option.

13.4 Validating a NDTRS LINK Form
Click here for video https://enclude.ie/ndtrs-resources/4-validating-a-new-ndtrs-link-form/

1.
2.
3.

It is important to review your NDTRS LINK form to make sure all errors are corrected,
because eCASS will not allow an incorrect form to be saved.
When a NDTRS form is paused, the form can be saved as a work in progress even if there are
errors. However the pause button needs to be unchecked in order to save it to export it
A new button has been added for 2019 called Check Warnings
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Validating 1

Now you can see the errors and warnings in one place, without having to look up and down the form.

Validating 2

4.

After turning off the Pause button, click save. Any errors with the form will be automatically
highlighted RED and it will not allow you to save the record until all errors have been
resolved. See example of error here which needs to be sorted Q13.2 and 21A
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Validating 3
5.

Click save. When all validation errors have been resolved the form will allow you to save the
record. If you encounter any difficulties, click Pause to prevent the error message from
appearing and speak with a colleague.

Uploading completed NDTRS LINK forms to LINK System

13.5

This section will be updated in early 2019

Who can I contact with questions about the NDTRS Form?
If you have questions about using the HRB form, you can contact the Health Research Board
directly at ndric@hrb.ie.

The Checklist




Add an NDTRS form to eCASS
Try using a paper copy of the NDTRS form as a reference to practice recording the NDTRS
form on eCASS
If this is your first time, speak with your Manager about reviewing the NDTRS form on eCASS
to make sure that questions have been completed correctly.
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Appendix A
ADDING A NEW 2018 HRB FORM
1. Search for a client contact record, and click into the record
2. Select “HRB Forms” from the list of record types available at the top of the screen.
3. Next, select “New Old HRB Form”. Note “new old” is not a typo. It means a new HRB
form for 2018.

AppendixA 1

4. In the next menu, select the type of HRB form you would like to start:
a. HRB form – the standard HRB form
b. HRB form + NDRIC Assessment – a combined version of the NDTRS Form and
a common NDRIC assessment.
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5. Next, the screen will display a blank HRB form that can be completed for the client.
6. To start, press the “pause” button if you are not ready to submit your HRB form. This
will pause the validation rules on the HRB form, which could prevent saving an
incomplete HRB form.
7. Select the correct treatment centre for your service from the list. If your service is not
available from the list, contact your system administrator.
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AppendixA 2

8. Proceed with completing the HRB form. Any questions with a number (i.e. Question 14
– Main reason for referral) is used by the HRB form.
9. When you complete, click save.
10. Once a HRB form is complete and you are ready to submit, turn off the Pause button
to check if all questions have been answered correctly and the form is complete.
11. After turning off the Pause button, click save. Any errors with the form will be
automatically highlighted RED and it will not allow you to save the record until all errors
have been resolved.
12. Click save. When all validation errors have been resolved the form will allow you to
save the record. If you encounter any difficulties, click Pause to prevent the error
message from appearing and speak with a colleague.

Quick Tip
A version of the HRB form which combines questions found on an NDRIC assessment is included
in the original eCASS. This “HRB Form + NDRIC Assessment” is a version of the NDTRS form
including familiar questions used in initial / comprehensive assessments. This version can be
helpful for recording assessment data on a single form and can be easily found later on a client
contact record.
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Appendix B
MODIFYING AN EXISTING 2018 NDTRS FORM
1. Start by searching for a client contact record.
2. Select “HRB Forms” from the list of record types available at the top of the screen.

AppendixB 1
3. Next, search the list for an existing HRB Form. If you select an existing form, there are
two options:
I. Select “edit” to finish completing the form; or
II. Select “clone” to make a new form and copy the existing response into the new form.

AppendixB 2

4. Next, proceed with completing the HRB form.
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5. Once a HRB form is complete and you are ready to submit, turn off the Pause button
to check if all questions have been answered correctly and the form is complete.

AppendixB 3

6. After turning off the Pause button, click save. Any errors with the form will be
automatically highlighted RED and it will not allow you to save the record until all errors
have been resolved.
7. Click save. When all validation errors have been resolved the form will allow you to
save the record. If you encounter any difficulties, click Pause to prevent the error
message from appearing and speak with a colleague.
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APPENDIX C
Generating a HRB report for 2018
https://enclude.ie/ndtrs-resources/generating-a-ndtrs-report-for-2018/
1.
2.
3.

Click on + button
Find Old HRB Reports
Click new
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4.

5.
6.
7.

There is a choice of two and you will need both types
a. Clients who entered during the period
b. Only clients who entered before he reporting period and exited during the reporting
period
Type in the year
Choose the period time
Save

8.

Then click attach HRB Forms

9.

Click Add treatment - The system will tell you which have been added and which are not yet
complete. The ones that have not been added need to be corrected.
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10. Before I can send this the errors need to be corrected
11. Click on the link and edit to fix the errors. Note the error may not be on this form, it may be
on the clients record eg in above example Q7a for Sophie has not been answered, this is not
on the HRB form itself but her client record
12. When correction are made, go back to 8 above - attach HRB forms. To get to 8 you may
need to go back to 1 and click + and follow the steps through.




13. When you have all errors corrected you have all forms are attached, then go back to earlier
screen in 8 above and Generate Report
14. This will open in separate window as Excel
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Now repeat the process for the other as in 4 above ie if you have done a, now to b
4.

There is a choice of two and you will need both types
a. Clients who entered during the period
b. Only clients who entered before he reporting period and exited during the reporting
period
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Appendix D
Using pre-defined NDTRS LINK reports
https://enclude.ie/ndtrs-resources/2-uploading-hrb-forms-to-link-system/
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Appendix E
Changing User Permission Set to allow them to see
new NDTRS LINK forms
Here are instructions for updating permission set

1. Login as system admin
2. Go to set up –



Perm 1

3. Search for users ( using left hand side quick search)
4. Choose users from Manage Users section




Perm 2

5. Choose the user who you want to assign the permission set to
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Perm 3

6. Click on Permission Set assignment link at top of contact record

Perm 4

7. Click Edit Assignments

Perm 5

8. Choose NDTRS user from available permission set
9. Click Add
10. Save

Perm 6
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Repeat for every user who needs access to the NDTRS LINK Form tabs, report tabs or NDTRS predefined reports
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